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Re: Commission must support International Energy Agency transition
to open data
Dear Ms Simson, Ms Jørgensen, Ms Lobillo Borrero
This letter concerns the national energy data that the International Energy Agency (IEA)
collects and distributes. Recent reports (Ritchie and Roser 2022) indicate that IEA have agreed in
principle to publish that data as open and it is now up to IEA member countries — and primarily
those in the industrialized world — to match the consequent lost sales revenues. The Commission
clearly has a tight relationship with the IEA (IEA 2021). I do not know if the Commission can
contribute funding as well — although if it can, it should.
What I do know is that it is vital that this information emerge from behind its paywalls and be
properly licensed for use and re‑use.
For example, at least two open energy system modeling teams have begun work in Africa and it
is imperative that this IEA data be both available and open in this context. Projects include U4RIA
and PyPSA‑meets‑Africa.
That same sentiment applies to analysis for European countries too. Indeed I suggest the
Commission's Fit for 55 program is more likely to flounder if its policy prescriptions are not fully
transparent and reproducible. Moreover citizens can potentially contribute to and utilize the
analysis and will more easily uncover, develop, and implement local net‑zero solutions if the
necessary data is fully open.
I write as an energy system modeler and participant in the Open Energy Modelling Initiative
(openmod) community. I have worked with open source energy system models since 2003. And in
2018, I published on the need for fully open energy system modeling for reasons of open science
and transparent public policy (Morrison 2018). More recently, I have been promoting open data
and open data standards — the latter being at least of equal importance.
I was also instrumental in helping organize the open letter to the IEA (Schäfer et al dated
8 December 2021) from the openmod community seeking open data — as recorded here (my
handle is @robbie.morrison):
https://forum.openmod.org/t/2949
Please give this matter urgent consideration. The next IEA member country meeting is apparently
scheduled for 02 February 2022.

yours sincerely, Robbie Morrison
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